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• A study has been conducted to define possible modifications to the OV-1 air-_ '
craft to reduce its aural detection distance. This effort involved i
_; documentingthe noisecharacteristicsof the :.irplane, devisingmodifications
}_ to reduce the noise, estimating the reduction in detection distance, and evalua-i
i tingaircraftperformanceas a resultof thesemodifications.
. It was found that the main noise source on this aircraft is the propeller and -_
) hence modifications only to the propeller and the propeller drive system are
proposed. Hodifications involving only the propeller are noted to involve :
t no increase in weight but they result in only a modest decrease in aural
i detection distance. In order to obtain substantial decreases in aural det,.c- i
. ,tiondistance, modificationsinvolvingchanges both to the propeller and tne ,
engine-propellergearingare required. _ i
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B_ D. A. _tlton, A. B. Coanor, W. L. Copeland, and
A. C. Dibble, Jr.
A stud_ has been conducted to define possible modifications to +,he 0_-1
aircraft to reduce its aural detection distance. This effort involved
doatm_tt_g the noise characteristics o£ the aArplane_ devlsl_ _dtfications
to reduce the nots% esttmatt_ the reduction in detection distance, and
evalustl_ aircraft perfoz_ance as a result of these modifications.
It vas found that the maAn noise source on this aArcra_t is the propeller
and hence modifications only to the propeller and the propeller drive system
are proposed. Modifications tnvolvl_ only the propeller are noted to ._
involve no increase in veight but they result in only a modest decreas£ in
aural detection d£stance. In order to obteAn substantial decreases in aural
detection diotancep modifications lnvolvt_ ehax_es both to the propeller and
the e_ine.propeller geart_ are required.
in response to a Departl_t of Defense retest has uadertaken a
' st_ of the noise reduction potentlsl of the OV-1 atrplsne in teas of the
aural de_eetton distance. This effort speel_l_ ln_lves: (1) 4o_mentt_ _
t
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the noise characteristics of the belie alrplanep (2) evaluating possible
modifications and their associated noise reductlons, (3). est£matlng the
effect of some selected modifications on the aural detection distance of the
J
sircraft, and (_) estimating the effects of such nolse reductio_ modifications
on t_,e performance end stablllt_ of the atrcra_. This paper doc_ents the
: NASA efforts in aceceplishl_ the above obJeetiwes.
A propeller disk area
B number of propeller blades
d:
CD drag coefficient,
lift
Cp power eoefTl¢tent_
..- C T thrust eoeft_cient _
-T +
D propeller dlameter_ ft
14t propeller rotational tip _taeh number
H revolutions per mlmrte _._,
R propeller tip radlusw ft
s v_s area
O deet_elm, m 0.00_ _/:s _ _, ./
I,
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f frequency, cps
- f
m order of harmonic of propeller
n revolutions per second
qo free-strewn dyn_ie pressure
qt d_na_e pressure at the ted_
azimuth angle measured from the thrust axis of prope_er (0 0 is in
front)
CT
pr,.'_.._ller efficiency, _ × V
¢ propeller blede element solidity
p mu8 density of air
cp8 cycles per second
V/riD pro_er advance ratio-pexe_ter
MAC mean _c chord
_P military rated power
BRP normal rated power
SBP shaft horsepower
T_S true a_rspeed
THP thrust horsepower
• "_-_ T.O. tske..ofT
"\,
The OV-1 strpla_.-, vhteh va8 tested for the studle8 of this report is a
¢
Wo-plaee tvin-turboprop uld-vtng :ono_ene vith s deslsn Kross ve_ht of
about 1_,700 pounds. The free turblne engines are rsted at lsO0_ hp at
1
] 9750] 0160-005
take-off and they are geared to three-bladed lO.O-foot-dlameter constant speed
propellers. Photographs of the test airplane are _hown in figure 1, and
three-view drawing of the airplane with a list of its principal physical
features is presented in f_gure 2. The airplane and the test pilots came
from the All Services Evaluation Group, l_tuxent River ffaval Air S_tion.
Test Conditions
Noise measurement tests were conducted on September 7, IS, at the 1_ i
Wallops Island test facility where use was made of the main paved runwe_y
surface and the associated flat terrain for locating the instrtmentation for
_oth static and f_by tests. The terrain features of the test area are
shown in the photograph of flgure 3(a) which is a view of the microphone
array look_ north from the runway center lineand figure 3(b) which is a
view to the south. Schematic diegrm of the microphone arras for these
tests are included In figure 4. Airplane operating conditions for all
noise measurement tests are listed in _able I.
Noise Measuring Equipment
, The noise measuring instrumentation u_ed for these tests Is i].lustrated
i by the block d£a_rm_ of figure 5. The microphOnes were of a conventional
_ crystal type having a frequency response flat to within +_ dB over the
frequency range of 20 to ]2,000 eps. The outputs of all the mierol_Zms at
each station were recorded on multic_el tape recorders. The entire sound
_t _ystem wa_ calibrated in the field before and after the
meas__ by means of conventional discrete frequency ceXlbrators _ul_ied
i by the microphone man_&cturers. The data records ere pXe_ed back f_ the i,
t
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tape (using the playback system shown schematically in fi6. 5) to obtain the
I sound pressure level time histories and both broad-band and narrow-bandi • pectra.
I . Aircraft Operation
1 Static noise surveys.- Static data were taken with the artery shown in
I figure 4 where the microphones were positioned at 30° intervals on 100-foot
.j
radii about the propeller hub of the left enslne. Only one ensine was
operated in order to eliminate synchronizing prohle_ and to identify
individual noise components _Tom the propeller and other sources. The
propeller was operated at five separate speeds as listed unde:r "Static" in
table I. Three of the propeller speeds were well below flight operating
- values, and two were D_a_ru_lly at crllise l_i_ht values.
i Fl/over noise surveys.- In the flyover noise survey with both engines
_ operating at identical power settings the aircraft was flown over a ground
track as shown schematically in figure 4. Three power conditions at each of
three altitudes were recorded, as listed under flight in table X, where the
propeller speeds were l,_)Os i_4_0, and 1,675 rpm, and the altitudes varied
from 50 to 1,030 feet. Geometric altitude and course direction were
• measured by a GSR/5 radar tracking unit. Position information was rele_ed to
the pilot as an assist and the desired flight path was maintained for about
1 mile prior to and beyond the overhead position.
Atmospheric Conditions
, Du.ri_ the time of the tests, observations of surface temperature,
humidity, wind velocity, and wind direction were taken in the vicinity of
.:, the test 8ire. The temperature ranged from 18._ ° C to 26.7 ° C over a 6-hour
1
2
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iperiod_ the relative humidity chan_ed from 61 to _2 percent, and the wind was '
from the northwest, variable between 4 and 9 knots over the same period of +
time.
MEASURED NOISE CHA_STICS OF THE BASIC AIRCRAF_
Static Ground Tests
Results of octave band analyses for the two cruise pover static test
conditions are listed in table II. This table includes the sound pressure i
levels in each octave band for six azt_-uth stations from 360 ° to 210 °. From
these data octave band and overall noise level dlrectivity patterns can be
J
determined. It can be seen that the highest overall levels occur in front !
of the engine and near the propeller plane. The noise levels in front
contain mainly h_h frequency component8_ whereas those in the prope_er plane
contain mainly low frequency components. The results of previous studies
surest that the lover frequencies are the more siKatflcant in the aural
/
detection problem. +,
Plots of the octave band spectra for the "+ewoengLne operating conditions +!
are presented in figure 6. These data are from the 270 ° microphone position !
of table II. Both of these spectra are seen to have the hlghest levels in
the second octave bend and the octave band levels decrease generall7 as
; freqQency increases. In this rerpe_t the spectra are representative of those _
_ for which prope_er rotational noise d_zlna_e8. The increased levels in the
highest octave band are believed to be assoc:_ted vith broad-band noise fZ_n
compressor and turbine couponents.
/
_ha_v-band analyses are partl_ularl_ usefttl for ldentil_jta8 the sources
Of i_Llvtdlaal _olse components. A s_e portton of a ntrrovobead aaad31its +
6 °.
2
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i record, obtained with the aid of a 3 cps band-width filter is shown in figure
i 7. The data of the record apply direct_lyto a propeller operating condition of
•' 1,4_0 rpm and an azimuth angle of 270°. The vertical scale represents noise
levels in decibels,whereas the horizontal scale is linear and represents
_ • frequency in cycles per second. Only the first 900 eps portion of the record
I is included for illustration. Several prominent peaks associated with the}
propeller are noted. Other peaks on the record which may be associated with
i engine accessories, and so forth, are generel._ a_;lower levels than the
propeller noise components. Results of narrow band analyses for the 1,200-rlm
condition (chosen because of a better potential for noise reduction than the
1,450-rpm condition of fig. 7) are listed in t_ble ILl for seversl azimuth
locations. All peaks correspond to propeller frequencies with the exception
of the one at 345 cps. Narrow-band analyses at the hi_her frequencies
revealed no promlnent discrete frequency peaks associated with the compressor
and turbine components.
Xt is obvious that the propeller noise components do_xnate the noise
spectrum of the OV-I airplane and thus are the important ones with respect
5 /
to aural detectlon.
Flyby Tests
Figure 8 contains flyover noise levels for two propeller speed
conditions. The data were recorded at the center.line microphone of figure _
and at slant range distances of 292 and _ feet for flight runs 2 and 5
(see table X)_ respectivel_. In this fl_re_ overall sound pressure levels
, are plotted as a function of time fr_ an arbitrax_ reference time. The
flight direction of the aircraft is fr_ le_ to right in the figure. For
7
il
|
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both power conditions the noise levels build up to a ms_bnum when the aircraXt
is essentially overhead. The cyclic nature of the noise level traces results
from phasin6 variations of the two propellers.
Octave band spectra have been obtained for the flight conditions of
figure 8 and they are presented in figure 9. These data represent the _imum
values in each octave band as the aircraft flies overhead, regardless of
when that maximum value occurred. Also shown in the figure are the relatively
low ambient noise levels at the times of measurement. It can be seen that
the in-flight spectra have somewhat different shapes th_n were obtaine_ for
comparable propeller speeds of the static case. These differences roambe
accounted for partly by directivity pattern variations and by Doppler effects.
The 1,200 propeller rpm data _ be used in the determination of detection
distance for the basic configuration.
: AIRCRAFTMODIFICATIONSANALYZED "
As a result of the analyses of the noise measurements of the basic
: aircraft in vl_eh it was learned that the p_peller vlUS the smart soumce of
: noise_ several mxlifications to the propeller have been evaluated for the
purpose of reducing the aural detection distance of the aArplane. Low-power
cruise flight was the only condition treated for this st_ and three
modifications were selected as havi_ the best potential for reduced attral
detection distance. These include inereast_ the nvmber of propeller blades
from 3 to _ (cases I and IX_ or to 6 (alum Xll)j reduel_ the propelAer
diameter (case l); and reduelag the propeller speed (eases IX and IZX).
i
The estimated overa_ noise reducti_ _ _00 feet ts 6p 10, and 13 dB_
" respectively, for l, IX, and I"XX.
8
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The pertinent parameters describing the propellers and the propeller drive
system are listed in table IV. Some of the details of the studies relat_n_ to
the noise generation, weights, and performance are presented in appe,_dixesA
tl_ough C.
4
ESTIMATED NOISE C_STICS OF THE
MODIFIED AIRCBAF_
+_ A su_nary of the noise generatedas a result of the three modifications to
the basic airplane as indicated in table IV are c_pared to those of the basic
+ airplane in figure I0. _:is figure is a plot of octave band spectra for a
/
distance of 300 feet for the basic aircraft (measured and calculated) and for
the three modifications. The overall sound pressure level for each of the
five cases is indicated at the left-hand sid_ of the figure adjacent to the
ordinate scale. The sound levels in the lower octave bands of figure i0
+: represent the results of propeller noise calculations which are presented in
Appendix A. The sound levels in the higher octave bands were estimated by
_dJusting the measured signature by s_ounts proportional to the estimated
propeller vortex noise for the basic airplane and the modifications
Xt should be noted that some discrepancy exists between the calculations
and the measured-in-flisht spectra for_ the basic aircraft. The main components
of the noise spectrum in the second, third_ and fourth octaves are associated
_ith the propeller rotational noise as calculated in appendix A. It can be
seen _at _ e_cul_ted value in the thi_ octave is about 6 c_ lo_r than
the measured value duri_ flyover tests whereas agreement is excellent in the
other octave bands. The reason for the above discrepancy ia not fully
r
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understood, however, it may be due to as_netry in the noise rediation
t
pattern resulting from nonuniform loading In the propeller disk, i
It should be noted that the propellers of this aircraft are not
synchronized by design and hence the noise radiation field is time variant.
The instantaneous relative position of the propeller blades and the
difference in the lengths of propagation paths to the observer are significant
factors in determining the level for a_ particular propeller noise component
at the observer location. As a function of time, the noise level of an_
particular compouent will vary from a small value to an increase of 6 dB,
compared to the level of the corresponding component from a single propeller. /
Since the maximum noise level is the important featux.eof the noise exposure
: in detection, the spectra of figure i0 are based on the :axlau: noise level,
I
that i_ for the fully synchronizedcoadltAon. ++
+,
+.
D_I_I_,_iA_ZOI_ OF AURALDIS_TX_ DISTA_E FOR
BASIC ANDMODIFIEDAIRCRA_ +,
Basic Assumptions Relati_ to Detection
r
In addition to the noise source characteristics (see refs. 1 and 2) it Is -
t
_ell known that the aural detection of a noise involves such factors as the
transmission characteristics of the psth over which the noise travels (l_ee
refs. 9, 4, 5, 6, and 7) and the acoustic co_U.t£ons at the observer location
(see refs. g and 8) as well as the hesri_ ablllt_r, Of the observer (see ref. 9).
Attempts have been made to account for all of the pertinent factors in the "
?
above categories for the calculations of detection distance which folAov.
Attenuation factors.- The a+_tenu_tlon factors assoc£ated with the
i trsnsmAss_on of noise from the source to the observer are assumed to involve
+I
10 ' '_ :
+)
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the well-known invarse distance law, atmospheric absorption due to viscosity
and heat conduction, small-sco_e turbulence, and terrain absorption which is
weighted to account for the elevation angle between the source and the
observer. For the purposes cf this paper these factors are taken into
- account as determined by the following equation:
PL.(f,x)=2o + + +(5" x
I
where propagation loss (P.L.) is computed for each frequency and distance
combination and where the first term on the rlght-hand side of the equation
accounts for the spherical spreading of the waves. In this connection x is
the distance for which the calculation is beln6 made and A is the reference
distance for which measured data are available, The remalning terms which
represent propa6ation losses and which are given in coefficient form are
defined as follows:
represents the atmospheric absorption due to viscosity and heat !
conduction and is expressed in dB per 1,000 feet. The values of _ vary
)
as a function of frequency and for the purposes of this paper are those of the
following table. For frequencies up to 500 cps data are taken from reference
3 and for the higher frequencies from reference 6.
c..
, Octave band no. Center freq. dB los, s per lO00 ft : .._
i _1.5 -- _ <
\k 3 129 .2
- 4 25O ._
6 1000 1 ._ )
-, 7 2000 3.5 ,, _ _,
,, 8 -- 4000 --__, 7
9 8_ l-;// , I_ . 5 " _<
11 <,
r -
J
r_ I '"
,.b
,2
]9750]0]60-0]3
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K, is the attenuation in the atmosphere due to small-scale turbulence,
A value of 1.3 dB per 1,000 feet is assumed independent of frequency for the
._equency range above 250 cycles (see ref. 7).
also is expressed in dB per 1,000 feet and includes both atmospheric
abuorption and terrain absorption. The values used are those of reference 4
which are listed for widely varying conditions of vegetation and ground cover.
_e dsta of reference _ have been reproduced _l a more convenient form in
reference 5- Calculations included herein make use of the data of reference 5 :
particularly curve (b) of figure i which represents the conditiun of th'_ck
grass cover (18 inches high) and the upperbound of curve 3 of figure 2 which
represents conditions of leafy Jungle with approximately 100 feet "see
through" visibility. K4 is a weighting fa_tor to account for the angle,
measured from the ground plane, between the noise source and the observer.
The values of K4 assumed for the present calculationswere t_ken from
/"
flgure 3 of reference 5 and are seen to vary from zero for angles greater than
" 7° to 1.0 for an an_le of 0°. " '
j
Arab.lentnoise level conditions _ human hearing:- The detectability of
a noise Is also a function of thc ambient masking noise conditions at _he
listening s_ation and the hearing abilities of the listenero •Since they are
somewhat related, they will be discussed tosether.
The ambient noise level conditions assumed for these studies were based
on d_ta from references 4 and 8 which were obtained in jun@le environments.
It was indicated in reference 3 that a noise made up of discrete tone
components is detectable if it is within 9 dB of the background noise (random
_n natura) in a_ particular octave band./ Thu_, the eo_respondi_ measured "
,/
, 12
-, _ - _. _ "; _
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I spectra of references 4 and 8 have been reduced by 9 dB to account for theabove difference in the masked and the masking spectra.
i " The resulting octave band spectra have been further adjusted to account
i for critical band width of the human ear, according to the following equation_
" " to give masking level values for each band.
I _d_octave I
- Masking level, dB= octave band level, dB-lO LOglo _r_tlcalJ
ar
where the L_octav_" and Afcritlcal values corresponding to standard octave
band center frequencie_ are given in the following table:
Octave band _ '
center freq., cps 31.5 63 125 250 900 iI000 2000 4000 8000
octave' cps 22 z77 707 2820
I B
5fcritical, cps .... 50 50 50 66 I00 220 500
IIO LOglo %ctave .... 2.9 5-9 8.9 iO.7 ii.5 ii.i 10.9
_fcrltlcal
.... _ _ i
The values of the last row in the above table have been subtracted _rom the
octave band values to adjust them to the masking level spectra which define
the boundaries of the Jungle noise criteria detection region of figures 13
through 16.
i
_I Likewise a threshold of hearing curve (tshen fro_ ref. ;) is made use of
k
since it represents the levels of pure tone noise that are Just detectable on
_J the average by healthy young adults. The implicatirn here is that noises
, havlr_ levels lower than those of the threshold of hearing curve at
corresponding frequencies will not be detectable. Thus the threshold of
hearing curve is the determining factor of detection at the lower frequencies.
, ' ,L
5 fl 1 _l ,,,,_ ...... - ............ --
.................. W""''a'"+_''_ ...... ,.,,,,,............_ -.,,.._...... ,.,_,,.,-_...-,,..-.. iIi
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No attempt is made to account for possible biuaural effects in the
_tudies of the present paper.
Estimation Methods
Reference detection distances for each aircraft configuration for
flight altitudes of lsO00 and 3,000 feet and for ground cover conditions
representative of both 18-inch grass and 100-foot see-through le=fy jungle,
have been determined with the aid of figure 11 and the basic noise signature
of figure 10. In this figure the octave band noise levels at various distances
have been estimated by taking into account the appropriate atmospheric and
terrain losses. Also shown in the figure is a threshold of hearir_ curve and
a band labeled "Jungle noise detection criteria." The lower boundary of this
area represents masking levels in a relatively quiet jungle location in the
' Canal Zone (ref. 4). The upper boundary on the other hand represents a
relatively more noise masking level condition in Thailand (ref. 8). These
&_t._ have been compared ,ith and found to be generally compatible with results ""
of recent_ but unpublished, Jungle noise laliweys taken at Fort Clsyt in the
Canal Zone. In the determination of the maximum distance at vhich the
aircraft can be detected aurally, it was eisumed that such detection .wa,s
L,,,, possible at distances at which the level of aircraft noise in any octave
band equaled or exceeded either the masking level curve or the threshold
of hearing curv_ whichever was more appropriate. The results of such
estimates e_e included in _able V for each aircraft configuration and the two
altitude and ground cover conditions. ,,
14 +
,.. :._ ," ,_
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Effects of Aircraft Operating and
Ground Observer Conditions
Xn general, detection distances are shorter for lower aircraft altitudes,
as _as found in reference 7.j. Another general conclusion is that the more
dense ground cover condition results in detection distances either equal to
or smaller than those of the less dense ground cover condition, u previously
determined in reference 10.
THE EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT CONFI_R_TION _DIFICATIONS
The aircraft configurations of table V have progressively decreasing
values of overall noise level and the associated detection distances decrease
in the same manner reading from left to right in the table.
Modification I involves no change in the gearing but does involve an
increase in the number of propeller blades from 3 to 5 and a decrease in
_ propeller diameter fr_ 10 feet to 9 feet. It is indicated in table V that
this modification will result in modest reductions of the aural detection +
distances from 22,000 to 17,000 feet and from _,000 to 23,000 feet for
altitudes of 1,000 and 3,000 feet, respectively. It should be noted that no
increase in weight is indicated for such a modification.
More ambitious cha_es to the propeller and drive system are involved
in modifications II and lIX, for which the detection distances are
approxlmatel_ 8_700 and 5,000 feet_ respectively. Both modifications utilize
. lO-foot-di-_eter propellers. Modification lI requires a change in the gear
ratio to 0.7_ and an increase in the number of blades fr_ 3 to 5 whereas modi-
fication IIZ requires a further cha_e in the gear ratio to 0.7 and an
increase in the number of blades _ 3 to 6. Xncreases in weights of about
:,+.
f
+
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130 pounds and 82 pounds,respectively,are indicated from the analysis of
appendix B. The _,eight increases resulting from these modifications were
less than I percent and performance penalties were also small. For example_
the estimated change in Vmax is 1.0 knot, Vstal 1 changes by only 1.0 knot.
There is a slight loss in rate of climb (33 to 91 ft/mln-},plus a slight .-..
. _-_
_ucrea_e in take-off distance requ_re_ (43 to 92 ft.). _-_
CONCLUDI_
%
A study has been conducted to define possible modificatl_.+.l_ the 0V-1
aircraft to reduce its aural detection distance in cruise flight. This
effort involved documentin8 the noise characteristics of the airplane,
, devising modifications to reduce the noise, and definin8 the detection
distance and aircraft performance as a result of the_ modifications.
It was found that the main noise source on this aircraft is the
propeller and hence t-._tifieations only to the propeller and the propeller
drive systems are proposed.
1. Modifications involving only the propell]er are noted to involve
no increase in weight but they result in only a modest decrease in aural
detectlon distance; for examplesfrom 22,000 feet to 17,_0 feet at isO00 feet
altitude s and fror_ _000 feet to 23_000 feet at 3_000_9t altitude.
2. Xn nrder to obtain substantial decrease in aural detection distance,
modlfica+..ionsinvolvi_ ehan_es both to the propeller and the e_@_ne propeller .
ges.r_+_; are required. In these cases detection distsnce from altitudes of
1,000 and 3,000 feet sad, depending upon terraln_ can be reduced by faetars
ransin_ fr m i/_ to 1/9 to a distance on the order of 1 mlle.
\
16 •
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3. The effect on aircraft performance resulting fr_n these n_difications
is shown to be small in most instances, for exemples the change in weight is
. less than 1 percent_ and the charge in V x and V tal 1 is 1.0 knot.
There is a sl:ght loss in rate of climb (33 to 91 ft/min)s plus a slight
increase in take-off distance required (43 to _ feet).
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APPENDIX A
PROPELLER NO!._EAND PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS
By John L. Crigler
For propeller-driven airplanes, the important parameters to be
considered in reducing the propeller noise are the propeller rotational tip
speed and the number of blades_ References A-1 and A-2 sho_ that for a g_ven
design condition the propeller noise can be reduced by a reduction in propeller
rotational tip speed or by an increase in blade number, or both. It becomes
obvious that the two m_'.thodsgO together_ that is, a reduction in rotational
tip speed, w_ether obtained by reduced diameter or reduced rpm, requires an
increase in blade number (or wider blades) to absorb the engine power.
This appendix contains a description of the procedure used to estimate
the performance of several propellers that could be fitted to the design
i condltlonB of the OV-I airplane, along with estimates of the noise pressures
I generated by each propel.ler for minimum power and for level-flight cruise at
, sea level.
Propeller Sections
i
f The OV-1A airplane is powered by two Lycoming T-_-L-3 turboprop
i engines. The basic propeller configuration is a 10.0-foot-diametez,_b.r'ee,o
blade propeller, haviDg a solidity of O.0"jgl_per blade at the 0.7 radius,
. designed to absorb 1,015 hp at 1,700 propeller rpm in cruise at 299 knots at
sea level. For the present study the maximum propeller diameter has been
• limited to 10.0 feetp although eaua!ly as large or iar_er reductions in noise
pressures may be obtained with increased propeller diameters. Also, increased
i
|
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take-off performance is possible with lar_er diameters. Diameters iarE_r than
lO feet were not considered for the Or-1 because of possible fuselage and
ground clearance problems.
One alternate propeller design entailed a reduction in diameter to _
-_ 9.0 feet, _ith no charqiein gearing, in order to reduce the rotational tip - !
speed. Because of the decreased diumeter, more blade area was required to
absorb the power so the blade number _as increas_L to fLve. Two other designs
in wl_Ichthe propeller-to-englne_ear ratio was reduced to "/5percent and
70 percent of its present value were selected in order to reduce the r
rotational tip speed (propeller rotational speeds of 1,275 and 1,190 rpm at
the military rated pouer of 1,015 hp were chosen).
2
The performance of each of the three alternate propellers has been
estimate_ and these data are compared with the estimated performance of the
basic propeller in table A-X. Also listed in table A-I are the number of
blades and the solidity at the 0.7 rs,lius(geometricallysimilar blades "
assumed) required for each configurationalong with the total estimated
weight of the propeller. The estimated weight is taken from appendix C.
The propeller efflci_nc¥ for the design cruise condltions for each
propeller was estimated by the method given in the appendix of reference A-3.
The ef_lciencies for best rat_ of climb, taken as 1_0 knots, and the static
thrust were obtained _ith the aid of references A-3, A-4, and A-_.
The propeller noise levels for all configurations were estimated for a
distance of I_X_ feet from the source by the method given in reference A-1
and aze presented in table A-IX. The noise levels in the _able were calculated
for a low power cruise condition (326 hp at 1,200 propeller l_m for the basic
/
A-2
/
_/ _G_AL PAGE I_
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engine-propeller gearir_). The cruise velocity of the OV-I airplane at
sea level is approximately 140 knots for the 326 hp selected for this
• condition.
An examination of the data in table A-I and table A-II indicates it is
possible to design markedly quieter propellers than the propeller installed
on the OV-I airplane wi_h no loss in cruise Performance. The results indicate
the penalty in performance is about 1 percent in efficiency at best rate of
: climb (140 knots) and the Penalty in static thrust is about I0 percent for an
estimated reduction in noise level of 25 decibels.
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APPENDIX B_ _
WEIGHT ESTIMATES
q
M. L. Sisson
Propeller Weight Est_ation
1
Propeller blade weights, for the standard rpm cases, are based cn sealing _,
factors applied to the existing Hamilton St_mdard blade. Thi2 method considers
that _he thickness-to-chord ratio at each i,ereentage of propeller tip radius
is maintained. '_ueweight of the aluminum alloy blade becomes : _,
( oidiameter_ x weight0 iW1 = x diameter O ,
where subscript "0" refers to the original blade and ru_.scri,- "'!"refer_ to i
the new blade. A revised thickness distribution curve (figur_ ]5-I_ _:_z ap[lie_:
to the lower r.-meases (.75 and .70 times standard rpm). These blades were
then scaled as above. ,
Propeller hub weights were scaled from the existing hub using a rcalin_ i
factor which is the total blade centrifugal force (centrifUgal force _er blade
times the number of blades) raised to the eight-tenths power. _
Reduction gear weightss_ere estimated by the i_nilton Stand-__rd_quati_n,(reference B-l), W = .O95Q" _ for turbo-prop reduction gears. "W" i_ the
; reduction gear weight and "Q" is the output torque in pound feet.
2,
/
t
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I Table B-I
I Welgb_ Estimate8 Per Profiler Imstallatlon
Production 3 blade; iO foot diameher _ro_eller
Hub plus blades 26-:.8 lhs.
Governor 6:+.0
Oil supply i}+.6
One blade -., _
._v
Hub weight = 263.."_- 3 x 47.3 +-;_''.9
Gear (using Hamilton Standard equation, W = .095Q"84) 76
Xodification 1
5 b!ade_ 9 foot dimmetert, standard sear ratio
: B!_.deweight = 5 x 28.5 I!- .5 ibs.
Hub weight ii: .2
, Tot_l propeller weight 75-.i'los.
* Weight increase 252.7 - 263.8 -i!.± ibs.
.! ;.k)dificat!on J
5 blade_ !0 foot Ui_.eter_ .gear ratio .75 x standard
: B!_de weight = 5 x -_.37 !9J.4 ibs.
¢
: Hub weight : ._03 x 121.9 ]] ..o
Total propeller weight 30!;.I+ibz.
_ Less origina] proi,elJ.er 26 _..o
. ; Propeller weight increa._,_ _5.6 iba.
Gear weight increase = '.:,- 76 19.0
' Total weight increa.:- 64.g ibs.
i
p Modification 3
! '6'blade,_ i0 foot diameter _ _e,a_rratio .7 x st:_ndard
_31adeweight = 6 x 30.2 '+_!.2lb.q.
{ Hub weight = .786 x 121.9 q.7
Total propeller weight 276.9 Ibs.
Le._s original propeller 263.8
.- l_peller weight increase 13.1 lbs.
•_; Gear weight increase = iOh - 76 • 28.0
P Total weight increase per propeller 41.1 ibs.
+!
.
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!APPENDIX C
P_IFOF_NCE, STABILITY, AND COIJTIIOL
By James L. Kassell, Jr.
Method of estlmatln_ performance:- The thrust horsepower required fo
level flight for the basic OV-IA airplane cruise eonfiKuration was established
by usin6 the wind-tunnel lift-dra6 data of reference C-I modified to a_ree with
flight-test results given in reference C-2. Power required was calculated for
a basic take-off gross weight of 12,1_ pounds _d,Jch corresponds to the
Tactical Air Observation loading condition specified in reference C-5. Power
required was also calculated for the various take-off Cross weights of the
= modified configurations, using the same basic lift-dra_ polar. _u_st horse-
power available for the basic O_-IA airplane was determined using the Lycomin_
T-55-L_3 turbopro2 engine dat_ given in reference C-4 in conjunction with three-
blade propeller characteristics of the Hamilton Standard _del _3C91 consLant
speed propeller. T_rust horsepower available for the various modified
configurations with five- and six-bladed propellers was calculated using _:
propeller characteristics derived from data of reference C-5. Flight perform-
ance was calculated by the class%cal methods utilizing the established power
requlred-power available data. Static thrust sad the variation of thrust
with speed was calculated using as a basks the propeller thrust coefficients
determined from reference C-9; these thrust characteristics were used for
calculating the take-off dlsta_ce %0 clear a 50-foot obstacle fro_a firm
- sod nmw_7 •
T. |
Ik_is ,for estimatin_ cha_es in stability and control.- The on]_ _
differences in stability and control characteristics from those of the basic
C-1 !
!-
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OV-IA airplane which might be anticipated would be associated with center-of-
gravity shift due to changes in ._eight of the various propeller modilications
and the effect of modified propeller slipstream on the horizontal and vertical
tall surfaces. Neither of these effects were anticipated to cause char_es of
!
f
any real significance_ however, check calculations were made to determine the j
f
probable extremes, i
Results of performance c_icula%ions.- Performance calculations were made
for the basic OV-iA airplane and for several modifications involving dif:'erent
propellers and reduction gearing. The take-off and landing gross weights
i
associate _ with the basic and modified configurations are summarized in
table C-I for the Tactical Air Observation loading condition. These weights
were used in conjunction with the llft-drsg polar presented in figure C-I for _
J
c
calculating the thrust horsepower required for each confi6uration. The
propeller characteristics for the basic and modified constant-speed propellers i
Y
are presented in figure C-2 for sea-level military power conditions. These
results were used in conjunction with the T-53-L-5 turboprop engine data to :
obtain thrust horsepower available for each configuration; 9 percent power
losses were assumed in all calculations to account for compressor inlet ant
diffuser outlet duct losses, accessory power extraction_ana other nonoptimum
operating conditions. The thrust horsepower required and the two-engine
power-available results are pre_ented in figures C-_ an_ C-4 for the sea-level
te_e-off power_ military power, and normal r_ted power conditions. The
variation of thrust with velocity was calculated for the sea level take-off
power condition for each confi_ation and is presented in figure C-_. !
The flight performance of the basic and modified configurations was _.
,, cal_ated using the power available - power required data as a basisp and
C-2 '
5
• c ............... ,-- ........ _'_'_'_'" .... r _
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the take-off performance was calculated usinE the tltrust as a function of
velocity as a basis. These calculated results are summarized in table C-If.
A cursory study of this table indicates that of the various performance items
tabulated, only the take-off distance to clear a _O-foot obstacle and the
" maximum rate-of-climb capability suffer to any extent as a result of the
various modifications. The least acceptable calculated performance was
obtained with modification II for which the take-off distance to clear a 50-
foot obstacle was 8.6 perceLt longer and the maximum rate-of-climb at sea-level
was 3.8 percent less than the basic OV-IA. The main reason for the reduced
performance of the modified configurations in take-off and climb is the lower
static thrust (fig. C-T) and the slightly lower propclier efficiencies at the
speeds for best rate of climb (fig. C-2). It should be noted that stall
speed and maximum speed are relatively tunaffected by the various modifications
despite some moderate weight increases for modifications IX and IIl. The
reasons for this result is that the aerodynamic characteristics of the OV-IA
were unaffected b_ the various modifications and the propeller efflciencies
at high speed were s_most equal to that of the basic OV-IA propeller.
Results of stabillt_ and control s.t.ud_.-As indicated by the results of
weight and balance calculations presented in table C-l, the various
modifications had relatively little effect on the center-of-gravity location
of the alrer_£t. In general, increued propeller weIEht tended to move the
center of gravity forward slig_y. The heaviest installation (m_. XX)
resulted in a forward shift of less than i percent mean ,_erody_c chord.
Therefore, the st_tlc longltudinal stability of the aircraft would be improved
C-3
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in direct relationship to this forward center-of-gravity shift. The most !
4'
forward center-of-gravityposition is within the design forward limit for the
OV-IA airplane.
A brief anal_sis was made of the dynamic pressure in the region of the ,
aircraft empennage as affecte_ by propeller slipstream for velocities up to
120 knots. The dynamic pressure at the tail was calculated from the
r"
expression:
% " %  2
where: ?
qt = d_c pressure at the tail _
qo -- free-stream dynamic pressure
_T T . thrust "_
= _ "_propeller_dlsk area T
The results of these calculations for the basic OV-IA and the modified i"
configurations are presented in figure C-6. These calculations indicate that
the 9-foo_-diameter propeller (rood. X) would produce increases in qt rangin_
from 7.7 to I_ percent whereas the IO-foot-dlameterpropellers (mode. II and /
XIX) woul_ result in decreases in qt ranging from 0.7 to IG.5 percent. Nhat
this _eans in terms of aircraft handling qualities is that the response to
elevator and rudder control at a given speed would be more sensitive in the i
case of the 9-f_t-diameter propellers-and, less sensitive in the case of the
lO-foot-diameter propellers_ and the change in _ensi_ivi_ would be directl_
proportional to the change in dymmic pressure at the tail. These propeller ,
_ slipstream effects have no bearing on +.he tail contributions to either
longitudin_ or lateral directional stability, of course.
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TABLE C-I.- WEZG_ AND BALANCE _aa:_RY
-- ''L n I • nm
Case Condition Weight empty, Gross weight, Gross weight,
ib ib c.g., _MAC ..
• , , ..., , i
Basic Take-off 9964.8 ]2,148.1 26.6
[
Landing ll,Ok3.O 26.6
i L | , ' ' m
_k_. I Take-off 9542.6 12,129.9 26.7
Lan_i_ 11,020.8 26.7
Mod. II Take-off 9679.0 12,277.3 26.1
Lauding 11,172.2 26.0
: Mod. III Take-off _ 96_7.0 12,250.3 26.2
Landing 11,125.2 26.1
...... , | | i| , | i i -,
Note: UsP_l load for all eases assumed fixed and is defined in the
mission summary of reference C-5, page 6.01. Total useful load
is 2583.3 pounds and includes 1842 pounds fuel at take-off.
Landing condition assumes 40 percent fuel load.
f
i
i i
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TABLE C-II.- PERFORMANCE SRa4AHY
, ,
Item ..... Basic "_ Modi.fication"
OV-IA I II IIl
.... L I i
Gross wei_ht_ ib 12,1_.i 12,125.9 12,277.3 12,230.3
Propeller blades 3 9 5 6
Propeller diameter, ft I0 9 I0 i0
Gear reduction Basic Basic .79:1 .70:1
Take-off distance at
SL with T.O. rated
power:
Gro_ run,ft 723 769 810 793
Air _%stanee to clear 3.50 551 359 555
90-foot obstacle, ft
Total T.O. distance, ft i_073 1,116 1,16_ 1,146
Percent more than basic ..... 4.0 8.6 6.8
• | |, ,,
Maximum SL 2,416 2,38) 2,529 2,328
rate _f
climb with 9,000 2,101 2,06b 2,017 2,018
_, ft per 10,O00 1,7_8 1,715 1,668 1,671
mln
19,000 1,410 i,_3 1,339 1,342
zo,ooo 999 976 959 9_3
29,000 511 t 507 _64 467
service ceiling 29,_,00 29,300 28,800 28,800
| i | IIL
Velocity for SL 139 159 159 1..59 :::
best rate of _-
climb _r_th 5,000 139 139 140 140
IIRP,knots, i0,000 144 i_ 149 I_9
TAS
15,000 i_ i_ 144 i_
20,000 156 196 197 197
29,000 170 170 171 171 "
I,
r
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TABLE C-II.- PERFOF@_CE_J_X - Continued
Basic ModificationItem 0V-IA z iZ nl
: V with SL 242 242 241 241
max
NRP, knots, 5,000 245 245 244 244
TAS i0,000 249 249 248 2_8
i 15,000 2h8 2_8 247 246
i 20,oo0 2_5 245 244 24_.
25,000 231 232 230 230
J, , ,
_ , • t ,, ±
Maximum SL 2,805 2,768 2,703 2,710
rate of
climb with 5,000 2,_31 2,389 2,339 2,341
_P, ft per I0,000 2,015 1,9"/7 1,929 1,940
min
15,000 1,622 1,593 1,543 1,551
20,000 1,146 1,12h 1,082 ia094
25,000 640 636 5_c_ 596
-i MRPservice ceilir_ 30,000 30,000 _9,600 29,600
• , , ,. .. , . . , , ,
Velocity for _ 139 139 139 139
best rate of
climb with 5,000 139 159 139 139
MRP, knots, i0,000 144 14h !4_ 145
TAS 19,000 144 ]_ 144 144 - "
20,000 196 156 197 157
25,000 170 170 171 171
V with SL 252 252 251 251max
l_,P, knots, 5,000 L_ i_"_ e55
, zo,ooo 256 _6 255 355
15,000 256 256 255 256
20,000 252 292 251 2_
i 2%ooo 24., 24z 239 238
!
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TABLE C-II.- PERFORMANCE StI4MARY - Concluded
Basic Mgdlfic_tionItem 0v-_ z n -nY
• - :L i
cruise SL _ 94 _
configuration 5,000 i01 I01 102 102 .
Vstal I,
knots, TAS i0,000 109 109 ii0 ii0
19,000 119 118 119 ll_,, _,
20,000 129 129 129 129
29,000 140 140 141 i_I ._
Note: Five percent power losses were assumed in all performance
calculations to account for duct losses, accessory _uower
extractiorband other nonoptimum operating conditions.
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/VLodificationDiam.,ft. Blades Gearreduction Cp
Basic 10 3 1.00:1 O.1032
I 9 5 1.00:1 .1748
I I 10 5 ,75: 1 .2446
I I ! 10 6 .70: 1 .3010
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FigureC-2. -'Thrust coefficientandefficiencycurvesforthebasicandmodified
constant-speedpropellersatsealevel,militaryratedpowerof the
', T-53- L-3 engine. "
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ratedpowerfor:
Take-off / ...,\ " ...... .j..-.<
1800 Military _,\ ; .------.* . tNormal _\\ 4\\\ I------"- ', : '
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V, knots,true airspeed. •
_' (a I ModificationI (D = 9 ft., 5 blades,gear ratio1.00:I, 1700rpmI. , .. + .
FigureC-4.- Poweravailableandpowerrequiredfor modilied_conligurations.-:
/
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'" V, knots,true airspeed. '
Ib) ModificationII lO =10 ft., 5 blades,gear ratio6.75:l, 1275rpmL
FigureC-4.- Continued. ,
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V, knots,trueairspeed.
(c) ModificationIII (O = 10ft,, 6 blades,gearratio0.70=.1,1190rpm).
FigureC-4.- Concluded.
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FigureC-5.- Variationof thrust withvelocitywithtwo-enginetake-offratedpower
at sealevelstandardconditions.(Dataincludesresidualjet thrust.)
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V, knots,trueairspeed.
FigureC-&- Calculatedvariationof slipstreamdynamicpressurewithairspeed
fortake-offratedpower.
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